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Abstract

We analyse general equilibrium transition paths for Bewley-Huggett-Aiyagari models: gen-
eral equilibrium models with heterogeneous agents, incomplete markets, and idiosyncratic but
no aggregate uncertainty. We first provide precise definitions of the theoretical problem to be
solved. We then consider a variety of algorithms for computation of the finite horizon gen-
eral equilibrium transition paths. These algorithms can solve for unannounced one-off changes,
pre-announced one-off changes, or even any finite series of one-off changes (such as announcing
today a series of tax increases to be rolled out over the next few years). The algorithms are all
based on shooting-algorithms but differ in how they update the price paths during convergence.
Evaluation of the algorithms in terms of both robustness and runtime is performed by applying
them to looking at capital tax reforms in the model of Aiyagari (1994) and its extension to
endogenous labour. Simulation results show that the literature standard of simply using a fixed
factor to update the entire path performs both fast and robustly; and that a weight of 0.9 on
the old path is typically the best by these criterion.
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1 Introduction

Quantitative macroeconomic models are often used to perform policy evaluations. The typical

study proceeds as follows. First calibrate/estimate the stationary equilibrium of the model based

on current policies and the economy; the ’before’. Second, change the policy and find the resulting

stationary equilibrium of the model; the ’after’. Increasingly a third step, considering the transition

from the ’before’ to the ’after’ is considered. Bewley-Huggett-Aiyagari models — general equilib-

rium models with heterogeneous agents, incomplete markets, and idiosyncratic but no aggregate

uncertainty — in which such analysis is often performed, especially for fiscal issues where both

distributional and efficiency concerns are important. The first two steps, the before and after, are

grounded in a theoretical literature. The third step is done computationally and little theory exists.

This paper systematically compares a number of variations to algorithms for the computation of

this third step of finding a general equilibrium transition path.

Why should we consider transition paths? For policy evaluation two main views of their impor-

tance might be taken, based in their theoretical and empirical importance respectively.

The theoretical importance of transition paths is well illustrated by Lucas (1990) who looks at

the potential welfare gains from reducing capital taxes in a representative agent model. For a model

with an infinitely-lived representative agent and endogenous savings it is well known result that the

optimal (stationary competitive equilibrium) capital tax rate is zero Judd (1985); Chamley (1986).

Lucas shows that a simple steady-state comparison of a capital tax rate calibrated to match US

tax revenue data and a capital tax rate of zero suggests a very large potential welfare gain from

moving to a capital tax rate of zero. Lucas then shows however that once the transition is taken

into account the potential welfare gain is notably smaller; intuitively, to take advantage of the new

lower capital tax rate households must save more now, reducing present consumption and lowering

the present value of the welfare gains.

The empirical importance of transition paths is well illustrated by Auerbach and Slemrod (1997)

who summarize the findings of the literature on the 1986 Tax Reform Act in the USA. They find

that one of the effects of the reform most evident in the data was that people shifted asset sales

in time to take advantage of the difference between current tax rates and announced future tax

rates. This kind of effect will obviously be completely absent of models based on steady-state

comparisons. Thus to understand more fully the impacts of a tax reform on government revenues

we must model the transition during which such effects can occour.

Unfortunately little is known analytically about the properties of transition paths, in Bewley-

Huggett-Aiyagari (BHA) models or most other dynamic Macroeconomic models. Kehoe and Levine

(1985) look at the related issue of convergence to stationary equilibria in overlapping-generation

models, albeit from the perspective of whether transition paths can be used to pin down existence

and uniqueness of the stationary equilibria themselves, rather than focusing on the properties of the
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transition path. Acikgov (2015) looking at capital taxation in a BHA model finds that asymptotic

optimality is different from just looking at the optimal stationary equilibrium, and that while it

is possible to characterize the asymptotically optimal tax rate without reference to the transition

path, there is no avoiding calculation of the transition path in understanding how to get to the

asymptotically optimal solution.

While the previous literature contains little theory relating to transition paths it does contain a

number quantitative papers which compute transition paths. Conesa and Krueger (1999) compute

a transition path in an overlapping-generation model of social security reform, an exercise similar

to but slightly different from that we consider, but in which similar shooting-algorithms are ap-

plied. Fehr and Kindermann (2015) look at transition paths to re-evaluate the steady-state optimal

taxation results of Conesa, Kitao, and Krueger (2009); also in an OLG model. Bakis, Kaymak,

and Poschke (2015) look at optimal progressivity of income taxes in model of Aiyagari (1994) fully

accounting for the transition path. Kitao (2008) looks at capital tax reforms in a model with

entrepreneurship and shows that the transition path also plays an important role in determining

which agents would support a given reform. Essentially all of these papers solve the transition path

using a shooting-algorithm to iterate on the path of prices and updating the path of prices using a

constant weight.

The ’look’ of impulse reponse functions and transition paths suggest that most of the movement

in prices along transition paths occours at the beginning of the transition path. This suggests

looking at algorithms based on a weighting that does ’more’ updating of the beginning of the price

path and less updating of the tail of the price path. We compare a number of weighting schemes

for shooting algorithms that formalize this idea based on exponentially decreasing weights, on

opening-windows for updates, and on a combination of the two. We give pseudocode for how to

compute transition paths and describe the various algorithms/weightings considered in this paper.

To compare the performance of the algorithms/weightings we look at runtime, robustness, and

accuracy. We make this comparison looking at transition paths for capital tax reforms in the

model Aiyagari (1994); or more precisely its extension to include capital taxation.1 We consider

a number of capital tax reforms: a one-off unannounced reduction in capital tax rates, a one-off

pre-announced reduction in capital tax rates, a series of pre-announced staggered cuts in capital

tax rates, and ’no-change’ (and the analogous tax increases).2 In Appendix B we further consider

the extension of the model to include endogenous labour supply (Pijoan-Mas, 2006). In all cases

government revenue is simply spent on a government consumption good which provides additional

utility; this makes it irrelevant for our current interest of calculating transition paths. We find the

1This model is slightly different from the modelling of a capital tax in Aiyagari (1995) where home production is
also introduced.

2We choose to look at capital tax reforms simply as there exists a substantial literature on this issue and the
important role of transition paths relation to this (Chamley, 1986; Judd, 1985; Lucas, 1990; Aiyagari, 1995; Domeij and
Heathcote, 2004; Conesa, Kitao, and Krueger, 2009; Floden, 2009; Acikgov, 2015). It therefore seems an appropriate
benchmark for modelling of general equilibrium transition paths.
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current standard approach of using a constant weight is the top performer in terms of combining

speed and robustness across a range of transition path problems, specifically when using a weight

of 0.9 for the old price path.

The algorithms all provide nonlinear solutions for the transition path. Atolia, Chatterjee, and

Turnovsky (2010) compare linear and nonlinear solutions to the transition path in a deterministic

neoclassical growth model (the Ramsey model). They find that when the transition speeds are

slow or involve large deviations away from the steady state, the linear solution methods, based

on approximation around the steady state, often result in substantial numerical errors.3 This was

especially so for welfare evaluation and the initial impacts. Errors arising in using linear methods

to solve transition paths on rare occasion even lead to qualitatively wrong responses in the early

stages of the transition. Given that in heterogeneous agent BHA models the distribution of agents

means that there are always some agents far from the steady state, combined with transition paths

that typically take a number of periods to converge, it is highly likely that the use of nonlinear

methods to solve for transition paths is quantitatively, and possibly even qualitatively, important.

Allowing for a sequence of surprise/unannounced changes will not be considered here but would

involve repeatedly solving, in a nested manner, the transition path problem analysed here. Thus

any algorithm capable of solving the transition path problem we analyse could be applied in a nested

manner to solve a sequence of unannounced changes, although this would likely be an inefficient

approach. Alternatively, a series of surprise changes might be better modelled as a series of shocks

to the economy, drawn in a standard manner from a probability distribution that reflects possible

future reforms, and so it would be a case of just modelling them as a standard exogenous shock and

calculating impulse response functions to that series of shocks. This would change the model from

a Bewley-Huggett-Aiyagari heterogeneous agent model to a Krusell-Smith model with aggregate

uncertainty and so require the standard algorithms used to compute such models (Den Haan,

Julliard, and Judd, 2010). Whether a given problem is better modelled as a transition between

steady-states or as a shock that changes the exogenous state is a philosophical/empirical issue and

best left to the modellers judgment; or ideally, one might model both and see which performs best

empirically.

In Section 2 we outline the framework of a general Bewley-Huggett-Aiyagari model. We give a

standard definition of a stationary competitive equilibrium as a means to introduce the notation,

and then definitions for a general equilibrium transition path and an ’approximate general equilib-

rium’ finite horizon transition path. Section 3 looks at the performance of a variety of algorithms

for computing the transition path inspired by a mix a intuition and the transition path theory

we developed. Judging the performance of algorithms on both robustness and speed we find that

the current literature standard of using a current weight is the best performer across a variety of

transition path problems, specifically when a weight of 0.9 is given to the old price path.

3For rapid transitions and those that remain near the steady state the errors from linearization were negligible.
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2 Model Environment and Definitions

We now describe a general Bewley-Huggett-Aiyagari (BHA) model. We first describe the model

environment and provide the definition of a stationary competitive equilibrium. While this defi-

nition is standard we use it to introduce notation to index the stationary competitive equilibrium

by the parameters and general equilibrium price vector, the later as there are possibly multiple

competitive equilibria and it is important for the theory and algorithms that we are explicit about

which equilibria.

We then define the infinite horizon transition path problem. The infinite horizon transition path

represents the true transition path problem. In practice however computation of transition paths

is always implemented as a finite horizon problem. We thus also provide a definition for a finite

horizon ε-transtition path which the computational algorithms will solve, justifiable following the

assumption made throughout the literature that if these finite horizon transition paths converge

then it is to an infinite horizon transition path.

2.1 Stationary Competitive Equilibrium

This section gives a formal description of the class of models being considered here; namely gen-

eral equilibrium heterogeneous agent models with incomplete markets and idiosyncratic, but no

aggregate, uncertainty. Notation is loosely based on Stokey, Lucas, and Prescott (1989, henceforth

SLP); loosely as SLP do not treat heterogeneous agent models of this type.

The models are those which can be expressed as follows: Let X ⊆ Rl be the endogenous state

variable, Y = Y1×Y2 ⊆ X×Rc be the choice variable, and Z ⊆ Rk be the exogenous state variable.

Let Θ ⊆ Rq be a parameter space, and θ ∈ Θ a parameter vector.4 The state of a agent is then a

pair (x, z). A value function maps Vp,θ : X×Z → R. A policy function maps gp,θ : X×Z → Y . Let

S = X ×Z, and let S be it’s Borel σ-field. The measure of agents µp,θ is a probability distribution

over (S,S). The return function maps Fp,θ : X × Y ×Z → R, and the discount factor is 0 < β < 1

(β is considered to be an element of θ).

Aggregate variables are A ∈ A ⊆ Ra. A price vector is p ∈ P ⊆ Rp. The exogenous shock follows

a Markov-chain with transition function Q mapping from Z to Z. The aggregation function maps

A : M(S,S) → Ra, where M(S,S) is the space of probability measures on (S,S). The market

clearance function maps λ : Ra × Rp → R.

Definition 1. A Competitive Equilibrium is an agents value function Vp,θ; agents policy function

g; vector of prices p; measure of agents µp,θ; such that

1. Given prices p, the agents value function Vp,θ and policy function gp,θ solve the agents problem

4The parameter vector consists of all the parameters of the model, not just those relating to the agents problem.
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Vp,θ(x, z) = max
y=(y1,y2)∈Yθ

{
Fp,θ(x, y, z) + β

∫
Vp,θ(y

′
1, z
′)Qθ(z, dz

′)

}
(1)

2. Aggregates are determined by individual actions: Ap,θ = A(gp,θ, µp,θ).

3. Markets clear (in terms of prices): λ(Ap,θ, p, θ) = 0.

4. The measure of agents is invariant:

µp,θ(x, z) =

∫ ∫ [∫
1x=g

y1
p,θ(x̂,z)µp,θ(x̂, z)Qθ(z, dz

′)

]
dx̂dz (2)

The dependence of the equilibrium on price p and parameters θ, rather than solely on parameters

θ, reflects that analytically we know competitive equilibria exist, but cannot prove uniqueness. The

price p is thus used to index the competitive equilibria for a given parameter vector θ. Competitive

equilibria, at least in the model of Aiyagari (1994) and it’s extension to endogenous labour supply,

are however ’almost certaintly’ unique (Kirkby, 2016a). We use (p, θ) to index competitive equilibria

of the model.

Models fitting this definition include Huggett (1993) and Aiyagari (1994), as well as numerous

extensions endogenizing labour supply, introducing taxation, and modeling dynasties. The aggre-

gates in point two generally correspond to the household variables (such as aggregate capital) but

in some models may also be aggregates of functions thereof (such as tax revenue). The third point,

that prices clear markets, involves rewriting market clearance equations in terms of prices, rather

than quantities. A summary of the literature on BHA models, as well as a few other heterogeneous

agent models, can be found in Heathcote et al. (2009).

So for example in Aiyagari (1994), a model with which many readers will be familiar, the

requirement that aggregates are determined by individual actions is that aggregate capital is the

sum of individuals capital holdings, K =
∫
k′(x, z)dµ. While the market clearance condition is that

the interest rate is equal to the marginal product of capital, λ(K, r) = r − αK1−α − δ = 0, where

K depends on how individual’s behaivour reacts to the interest rate.

2.2 Transition Path

We consider transition paths based on a finite sequence of parameter changes. While from a

computational perspective these are often thought of as finite horizon, mathematically the true

transition path is infinite horizon. For convenience we will think of the transition as beginning in

period 0, for Tθ periods there are (announced) changes in θ, and from then on θ takes a fixed value

θfinal and the economy converges towards some final equilibrium (pfinal, θfinal). In practice we are

typically interested in the transition path between two stationary equilibria of a Bewley-Huggett-

Aiyagari model. However for the theory and algorithms studied here it turns out to be irrelevant
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whether or not the initial distribution of agents in the economy is associated with a stationary

equilibrium of the economy; for the theory it remains very important that the final distribution is

a competitive equilibrium.

So we are interested in transition paths from an initial state, described by a distribution of

agents, and the final equilibrium relating to the parametrization θfinal, with the price pfinal being

needed to allow for the possibility of multiple equilibra (for a given parameter vector).5

Rather than being limited to a single one-off change in parameters we allow for any finite

sequence of changes, although only the first change (t = 0) will be a surprise, the rest will be

pre-announced at time t = 0.6

Denote by {µinitial, θfinal, pfinal; θ0, θ1, θ2, ..., θTθ−1, θTθ} the transition path problem to which

we wish to find the solution.7 A solution to the transition path problem will take the form of

a sequence of prices {p0, p1, p2, ...}; the conditions this sequence must satisfy to be considered a

solution are given by

Definition 2. (Transition Path for a BHA Economy) The sequence of prices {p0, p1, p2, ...} is a

transition path for the transition path problem {µinitial, θfinal, pfinal; θ0, θ1, θ2, ..., θTθ−1, θTθ} if there

exist a sequence of agents value functions {V0, V1...}, agents policy functions {g0, g1, ...}, a sequence

of agent distributions {µ0, µ1, ...}, such that

1. (pfinal, θfinal) is a stationary competitive equilibria.

2. Agents value functions (and policy functions) solve the agents problem for each t = 0, 1, 2, ....

Ie.

Vpt,θt(x, z) = max
y=(y1,y2)∈Ypt,θt

{
Fpt,θt(x, y, z) + βt

∫
Vpt+1,θt+1(y′1, z

′)Qθt(z, dz
′)

}
(3)

and policy functions are the corresponding argmax arguements.

3. Aggregates are determined by individual actions: At = A(gt, µpt,θt), for all t = 0, 1, 2, ....

4. Markets clear (in terms of prices): λ(At, pt, θt) = 0, for all t = 0, 1, 2, ....

5. Agents period 0 agent distribution is equal to the initial distribution, ie. µ0 = µinitial.

5ie. The prices pfinal are needed in the sense that the possibility of multiple general equilibria for a given
parametrization means that the parameters alone are not a sufficient statistic to identify the equilibrium relating to
θfinal.

6Allowing for a sequence of surprise/unannounced changes will not be considered here but would involve repeatedly
solving, in a nested manner, the transition path analysed here. Thus any algorithm capable of solving the transition
path problem we analyse could, albeit perhaps inefficiently, be applied in a nested manner to solve a sequence of
unnanounced changes. Alternatively, a series of surprise changes might be better modelled as a series of shocks to the
economy, drawn in a standard manner from a probability distribution that reflects possible future reforms, and so it
would be a case of just modelling them as a standard exogenous shock and calculating impulse reponse functions to
that series of shocks.

7Note that θfinal = θTθ .
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6. The measure of agents evolves according to

µt+1(x, z) =

∫ ∫ [∫
1x=g

y1
t (x̂,z)µt(x̂, z)Qθt(z, dz

′)

]
dx̂dz (4)

for each t = 0, 1, 2, ....

Note that in principle, eg. Vp0,θ0 , depends additionally on the entire transition path of parameters

and prices, not just those at time zero, but we supress this notation for tractability. This is also

true of many of the other variables, many of which also depend on the initial agents distributions

µinitial.

2.3 Finite Horizon Transition Paths

When computing the transition path we typically cannot solve the problem with infinite time

periods explicitly, thus some approximation must be used. Here we simply assume that after T

(T > Tθ) periods the economy will converge sufficiently close to the final equilibrium associated

with (pfinal, θfinal). This is implemented by fixing T , and then checking convergence of the state

of the economy after T periods to the final equilibrium. This leads us to the definition of a finite

horizon ε-transition path problem which reflects the mathematical problem which we will actually

solve. We call this an ε-transition path as while the theory of BHA models suggests that the

true transition problem is infinite horizon it is widely assumed that these ε-transition paths are a

good finite horizon approximation of the true transition path, in the sense that if they converge as

the finite horizon is lengthened then they converge to a true transition path. In what follows for

convenience we refer to the ε-transition path as simply a finite horizon transition path.

Denote by {µinitial, θfinal, pfinal; θ0, θ1, θ2, ..., θTθ} the finite horizon transition path problem to

which we wish to find the solution. A solution to the transition path problem will take the form of

a sequence of prices {p0, p1, p2, ..., pT }; the conditions this sequence must satisfy to be considered

a solution are given by

Definition 3. (Computatable Transition Path for a BHA Economy) The sequence of prices {p0,p1,p2,...,pT }
is a transition path for the transition path problem {µinitial, pfinal, θfinal; θ0, θ1, θ2, ..., θTθ} if there

exist a sequence of agents value functions {V0, V1..., VT }, agents policy functions {g0, g1, ..., gT }, a

sequence of agent distributions {µ0, µ1, ..., µT }, such that

1. (pfinal, θfinal) is a stationary competitive equilibria.

2. Agents period T value function, VT , is equal to the final value function, VT = Vfinal.

3. Agents value functions (and policy functions) solve the agents problem for each t = 0, 1, ..., T−
1. Ie.

Vpt,θt(x, z) = max
y=(y1,y2)∈Yθt+1

{
Fpt+1,θt+1(x, y, z) + βt+1

∫
Vpt+1,θt+1(y′1, z

′)Qθt+1(z, dz′)

}
(5)
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and policy functions are the corresponding argmax arguements.

4. Aggregates are determined by individual actions: At = A(gt, µpt,θt), for all t = 0, 1, 2, ...T .

5. Markets ε-clear (in terms of prices): |λ(At, pt, θt)| < ε, for all t = 0, 1, 2, ...T .

6. Agents period 0 agent distribution is equal to the initial distribution, ie. µ0 = µinitial.

7. The measure of agents evolves according to

µt+1(x, z) =

∫ ∫ [∫
1x=g

y1
t (x̂,z)µt(x̂, z)Qθt(z, dz

′)

]
dx̂dz (6)

for each t = 0, 1, 2, ...T − 1.

8. Price after T periods is sufficiently close to the final price, |pT − pfinal| ≤ εp,final.

Notice that because theory suggests that a true finite horizon transition path satisfying the

requirements of general equilibrium is unlikely to exist we focus on a finite horizon ε-transition

path by defining market clearance as satisfied up to some tolerance level ε. That is, we require

markets ε-clear, |λ(At, pt, θt)| < ε, rather than actual market clearance λ(At, pt, θt) = 0, for all

t = 0, 1, 2, ...T . Note that in principle, eg. Vp0,θ0 , depends additionally on the entire transition path

of parameters and prices, not just those at time zero, but we supress this notation for tractability.

The mathematical problem to be solved when computing the transition path for transition path

might thus be described as a two-boundary markov decision problem together with a fixed point

problem (the general equilibrium).

We note that this representation of the problem is not unique; for example we might equally

think of the solution to the transition path problem in terms of a sequence of agent distributions

rather than a sequence of prices.8 Notice also that while θT is equal by definition to θfinal, there

is no reason why θ0 and µ0 need have any particular relationship.

3 Algorithms for Computation

While a number of papers have computed transition paths for BHA models there has so far been lit-

tle to no systematic study of the performance of various algorithms. We now study the performance

of various algorithms. We begin with a description of these algorithms.

All of the algorithms for solving transition path problems studied here take the general form

of shooting-algorithms. The solution to a transition path problem takes the form of a sequence of

prices (henceforth, price path). The transition path problem to be solved can be thought of as a

8The mapping between parameter-price pairs and parameter-agent-distribution pairs is isomorphic for the sta-
tionary equilibria of BHA models and an analagous result could likely be proven for transition paths.
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final value function, an initial agents distribution, and a sequence of parameter values9 Shooting-

algorithms work by starting from an initial guess for the price path, this is used to generate a new

price path (based on partly solving the transtion path problem, as described below). The current

(initial) price path and the new price path are then combined to generate an updated price path

which is then used as the current price path in the next iteration. This is done until the current

price path and the new price path converge. The algorithms studied differ in how they ’combine’

the current price path and the new price path to update the current price path to be used in the

next iteration.

The following psuedocode presents a general shooting algorithm for solving for the transition

path. It assumes that the initial and final stationary equilibria have already been computed and

can just be considered as inputs.10

Inputs: pinitial, µinitial, pfinal, Vfinal, {θ0, ..., , θT−1, θT }. (Remark: θT = θfinal.)

Create initial guess for price sequence p0 ≡ {p0
0, p

0
1, ..., p

0
T−1, pfinal}.

. Implemented by setting p0 = pinitial, pT/2 = pfinal, pT = pfinal, then use linear interpolation

from p0 to pT/2, and from pT/2 to pT .

while ||pi − pi−1|| > ’tolerance constant’ do

Increment i.

. We first iterate backwards on the value functions (based on conditions 2 & 3 of transition

path definition).

Let VT = Vfinal.

for t = T − 1, ..., 0 do

Solve Vt(x, y) = maxy=(y1,y2)∈Yθt

{
Fpi−1

t ,θt
(x, y, z) + βt

∫
Vt+1(y′1, z

′)Qθt(z, dz
′)
}

Do this for all (x, z), and also find the policy function gt(x, z) which is the corresponding

argmax.

end for

. We now iterate forwards on the agents distribution using the policy functions just

computed (based on conditions 6 & 7 of transition path definition).

. While doing so also compute the new price sequence.

Let µ0 = µinitial

Compute pnew0 from µ0, g0, pi−1
0 , and the aggregation and market clearance conditions.

for t = 1, ..., T do

Compute µt(x, z) =
∫ ∫ [∫

1x=g
y1
t−1(x̂,z)µt−1(x̂, z)Qθt−1(z, dz′)

]
dx̂dz

Do this for all (x, z).

9The sequence of parameter values can equally be thought of as indexing a sequence of return functions.
10The computation of (the initial and final) stationary competitive equilibria of BHA models is standard (Huggett,

1993; Aiyagari, 1994), the theory underlying the computation well understood (Hopenhayn and Prescott, 1992;
Kirkby, 2016b,a), and the performance of various algorithms has been studied for many of the main steps (Aruoba,
Fernandez-Villaverde, and Rubio-Ramirez, 2006). We compute them using the default methods of VFI Toolkit (v1.2);
namely discretized value function iteration, iterating on the discretized agents distribution, and a simple grid search
to find the general equilibrium prices (slow but robust). See vfitoolkit.com.

9
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Compute pnewt from µt, gt, p
i−1
t , and the aggregation and market clearance conditions.

end for

. Combine pi−1 and pnew to generate pi. This is where the algorithms will differ.

pi = W (pi−1, pnew).

end while

The algorithms studied here differ in terms of W (pi−1, pnew); how the current price path and the

new price path are combined to update the current price path. We consider four different choices

of W (pi−1, pnew) which we will refer to as Constant Weight, Exponentially Decreasing Weights,

Opening Window, and Mixture,

• Constant Weight: A simple weighted sum of the current and new prices: pi = Φ1 ∗ pi−1 +

(1− Φ1) ∗ pnew

• Exponentially Decreasing Weights: A exponentially decreasing weighting on new path from

Φ1 in first period down to Φ2 ∗ Φ1 in T-1 period.

pit = Φ1(1− exp( tlog(Φ2)
T−1 ))pi−1

t + (1− Φ1)(1− exp( tlog(Φ2)
T−1 ))pnewt

• Opening Window: A simple weighted sum of the current and new prices, but initially only

updating the first few observations. Later iterations move gradually towards updating all

prices.

if t < T−1
Φ3∗i

pit = Φ1 ∗ pi−1
t + (1− Φ1) ∗ pnewt

else

pit = pi−1
t

end

• Mixture: A exponentially decreasing weighting on new path from Φ1 in first period down to

Φ2 ∗Φ1 in T-1 period, but initially only updating the first few observations. Later iterations

move gradually towards updating all prices.

if t < T−1
Φ3∗i

pit = Φ1(1− exp( tlog(Φ2)
T−1 ))pi−1

t + (1− Φ1)(1− exp( tlog(Φ2)
T−1 ))pnewt

else

pit = pi−1
t

end

The first of these four is currently standard in the literature for computing transtion paths for BHA

models and for heterogeneous agent OLG models (Conesa and Krueger, 1999). We arbitrarily use

Φ2 = 0.2 and Φ3 = 3.

A few observations on the algorithm: of the inputs, pinitial and pfinal are used to create the initial
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guess. µinitial and Vfinal play important roles in updating the price sequence at each iteration.11

pfinal is deliberately not updated during the iteration step: This is so that if the convergence

criteria is spuriously met, in the sense that the price path converges to a price sequence that does

not have the correct tail/endpoint, then it will be obvious from looking at the outputed solution

due to a jump/kink between pT−1 and pfinal.

The finite-period backwards iteration to solve for the value function and policy function is

implemented by pure discretization of the state space. Many alternative numerical methods exist

for doing this and the choice is made as it: provides a good benchmark, can be easily implemented as

a generalised solution method, and can be easily parallelized on the GPU. The finite-period forwards

iteration to solve for the agents distribution is done by discretizing the agents grid. Computing the

new prices involves some function evaluations; taking weighted sums over the discretized agents

distribution.

One obvious way to get improved performance would be a better initial guess. This approach is

not investigated here. Approaches such as using a simpler numerical method to solve the transition

path problem (say, eg., linear quadratic value function iteration methods; Dı́az-Gı́menez (2001))

to generate a better initial guess for the price path sound appealing, but the results of Atolia,

Chatterjee, and Turnovsky (2010) suggest they may be misleading.12 These better initial guesses

could then be combined with the algorithms we look at here. In our comparison we choose to stick

to a naive linear interpolation between initial and final prices, although the function as implemented

in the VFI Toolkit will accept any initial guess for the price path and the interested reader can try

out any alternatives they might like.

4 Results from Application of Algorithms

Since the model of Aiyagari (1994) is well known and we are simply solving the obvious extension

to include a capital tax we leave its precise description to Appendix A, which also describes the

values of the model parameters.

To compare the performance of the four different algorithms/weighting-schemes we compute

transition paths for seven different reforms, and for four different weights.

We evaluate seven reforms:

1. A one-off unannounced reduction in capital tax rates.

11In our application we use pinitial and µinitial given by the initial recursive competitive equilibrium. In principle
however there is no need for pinitial and µinitial to relate to an equilibrium, nor to each other.

12Another alternative for better initial guesses may involve some kind of approximation of rational expectations
forecasts. This approach has been found to works in models with aggregate shocks (Krusell and Smith, 1998) and
for transition paths in OLG models with idiosyncratic but no aggregate shocks (Evans and Phillips, 2014).
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Figure 1: Computed Transition Paths on Interest Rates

Notes: Transition Paths for interest rates. Layout of figures for the seven reforms corresponds exactly to those in
Table 1. Legends describes which algorithm weights are shown. Periods T=100.

2. A one-off pre-announced reduction in capital tax rates.

3. A series of pre-announced staggered cuts in capital tax rates.

4. ’no-change’.

5. A one-off unannounced increase in capital tax rates.

6. A one-off pre-announced increase in capital tax rates.

7. A series of pre-announced staggered increases in capital tax rates.

We consider four different values of Φ1, namely 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95.13

The results in terms of runtimes can be seen in Table 1. The use of a constant weight using

Φ1 = 0.9 performs well across a wide variety of situations in terms of speed and robustness. The

exponentially-decreasing weights are sometimes competitive with the use of constant weights. While

the constant weights can sometimes be made even faster, especially using Φ1 = 0.8, this occasional

improvement in speed comes as the costs of often failing to converge which results in very large

runtimes, as seen in Figure 1. The Opening-Window and Mixture are clearly inferior.

The ’No Change’ reform was at first surprisingly difficult, with the transition path algorithms

failing to converge which turned out to be due to the use of Howards Improvement Algorithm

when solving the value function iteration problem for Vfinal. Initially the final value function

13We had originially included 0.98 but it gave clearly inferior performace.
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Table 1: Run Times for Computing Transition Paths

Unanticipated Tax Increase Unanticipated Tax Decrease

Scheme/Weight 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95

Constant Weight 7701 7680 520 1030 8709 233 464 919
Exponential Weight 339 753 1506 2992 598 1188 2329 4700
Opening Window 7730 7756 1377 1789 8764 1312 1608 2130
Mixture 1506 2049 3015 4838 1772 2534 3879 6499

Pre-Announced Tax Increase Pre-Announced Tax Decrease

Scheme/Weight 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95

Constant Weight 7777 631 559 1067 8897 267 535 1065
Exponential Weight 364 758 1509 2998 593 1183 2364 4755
Opening Window 7782 1143 1381 1768 1153 1326 1622 2161
Mixture 1518 2038 2994 4849 1804 2580 3932 6555

Series of Tax Increases Series of Tax Decreases

Scheme/Weight 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95

Constant Weight 7876 7819 339 629 8819 179 358 745
Exponential Weight 470 756 1515 2998 601 1190 2349 4659
Opening Window 7801 7786 1391 1830 8775 1322 1618 2144
Mixture 1543 2075 3084 4914 1819 2534 3877 6397

No Change in Taxes

Scheme/Weight 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95

Constant Weight 33 33 33 32
Exponential Weight 32 33 32 32
Opening Window 32 32 32 34
Mixture 32 33 33 32

Using grid sizes nk = 512, nz = 21, np = 251. Time horizon T = 100. Run times measures in seconds.

was calculated using Howards improvement algorithm in combination with standard discretized

value function iteration (henceforth dVFI). This lead to problems when solving for the transition

path for ’no-change’. The use of Howards improvement algorithm does not affect the asymptotic

convergence of dVFI. It does however mean that, using the same convergence criterion for stopping

iterations, the numerical solution from dVFI and the numerical solution from dVFI with Howards

improvement algorithm are subtly different.14 Solving for the ’no-change’ transition path with

the final value function calculated using dVFI worked just fine. But solving for the ’no-change’

transition path with the final value function calculated using dVFI with Howards improvement

algorithm meant that the value function at the beginning of the transition path would shift away

from the final value function (and towards the solution to the final value function problem that

would have resulted from using just dVFI). As a result the ’no-change’ transition path with the

final value function calculated using dVFI with Howards improvement algorithm would shift away

from the initial steady-state at the beginning of the transition path; which we know analytically

14Using a convergence criterion that the absolute difference between consecutive iterations of the value function was
less than 10−9 dVFI with and without Howards improvement algorithm lead to solutions that differred by something
between 1 and 10 times that amount.
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Table 2: Further Run Times for Computing Transition Paths

Unanticipated Tax Increase Unanticipated Tax Decrease

Scheme/Weight 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9

Constant Weight 7646 520 204 410
Exponential Weight 7703 335 409 517
Exponential Post Reforms 335 340 519 520

Pre-Announced Tax Increase Pre-Announced Tax Decrease

Scheme/Weight 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9

Constant Weight 624 552 234 469
Exponential Weight 657 368 443 528
Exponential Post Reforms 395 396 550 549

Series of Tax Increases Series of Tax Decreases

Scheme/Weight 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9

Constant Weight 7892 345 177 364
Exponential Weight 7922 7955 511 635
Exponential Post Reforms 7979 8187 647 652

No Change in Taxes

Scheme/Weight 0.8 0.9

Constant Weight 30 31
Exponential Weight 30 30
Exponential Post Reforms 30 30

Using grid sizes nk = 512, nz = 21, np = 251. Time horizon T = 100. Run times measures in seconds. Ten repetitions

were run, since run times across all repetitions were within 5 seconds of each other only the first is reported. Run

times over 7000 seconds were all cases where algorithm terminated due to reaching max number of iterations (not

convergence criterion).

is incorrect (violates the definition of the steady-state). In practice this was easily resolved by

simply continuing to take advantage of the speed-up improvements for dVFI that come from using

Howards improvement algorithm, and then turning off Howards improvement algorithm and solely

using dVFI once the value function iterations got within an order of magnitude of the convergence

criterion. We conclude from this that robustness of any algorithm for transition paths is going

to rely on it’s using the same method for calculating the value function (and agents distribution)

along the transition as was used for the initial and final steady-states.

Appendix B extends the model to include an endogenous labour supply decision. Our conclusions

based on the results for the transition path algorithms in terms of their robustness and speed remain

unchanged.

5 Conclusion

We considered a variety of algorithms for solving general equilibrium transition paths in Bewley-

Huggett-Aiyagari models. A comparison of various algorithms/weightings to solve for the transition
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paths of a variety of capital tax reforms finds that the current literature standard of constant weights

performs well in terms of runtime and robustness; specifically when using a weight of 0.9 on the

old price path.
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A The Specific Model

In the model of Aiyagari (1994) infinitely lived households face a stochastic income — due to

exogenous stochastic labour supply — and make consumption-savings decisions; given an interest

rate. So the exogenous shock (z) is the labour supply h, the endogenous state (x) is capital holdings

k, and the decision variable (y) is next periods capital k′. The state of a household is their current

capital holding and their exogenous labour supply shock, (k, h). Individual household capital

holdings, given an interest rate, aggregate to give aggregate capital holdings. The market clearance

condition is that the interest rate will be determined by perfect competition in the goods market

together with a representative firm with Cobb-Douglas production function. A general equilibrium

is that an interest rate, which determines household capital holdings, which in turn by the market

clearance condition determine an interest rate, and that this later interest rate is the same as the

first. We add a capital income tax (τk), modelled as a tax on the interest rate on capital. For

comparability with Aiyagari (1995) a labour tax is also added. To simplify the transition paths to

be a single dimension we assume the government simply burns all the tax revenue; otherwise we

would have to add some kind of assumption about how the government deals with fiscal imbalances

between revenue and consumption over the transition path.15 In short,

Definition 4. A Competitive Equilibrium is an agents value function V (k, h); agents policy func-

tion k′ = g(k, h); an interest rate r and wage w; aggregate capital K and labour H; and a measure

of agents µ(k, h); such that

1. Given prices r & w, the agents value function V (k, h) and policy function k′ = g(k, h) solve

the agents problem

V (k, h) = max
k′

{
c1−γ

1− γ
+ β

∫
V (k′, h′)Q(h, dh′)

}
s.t. c+ k′ = wh+ (1 + (1− τk)r)k

ln(h′) = ρln(h) + εh, εh ∼ N(0, σ2
εh

)

c ≥ 0, k′ ≥ k

2. Aggregates are determined by individual actions: K =
∫
kdµ(k, h), and H =

∫
hdµ(k, h)

3. Markets clear (in terms of prices): r − (αKα−1H1−α − δ) = 0.

4. The measure of agents is invariant:

µ(k, h) =

∫ ∫ [∫
1k=g(k̂,h)µ(k̂, h)Q(h, dh′)

]
dk̂dh (7)

15Options would include that the government runs a balanced budget every period, that the government accumu-
lates debt over the transition, or some combination of the two.
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where h is the labour supply shock which takes values in Z = {h1, ..., hnh} and evolves according

to Markov transition function Q(h, h′) (which is here given by ln(h′) = ρln(h) + εh). Note that the

wage is residualy determined by r.16 The market clearance condition is more commonly expressed

as r = αKα−1H1−α − δ, that the interest equals the marginal product of capital (minus the

depreciation rate). Since H = E(h) = 1 the Cobb-Douglas production function is really only based

on aggregate capital (in the sense that H is a fixed constant).

The optimal capital tax rate in this model is positive (Aiyagari, 1995).17

Following (the working paper version of) Aiyagari (1995) and Aiyagari (1994) we calibrate the

model as γ = 3, ρ = 0.9, σεh = 0.2, δ = 0.08, and α = 0.36.

16The wage, which is given by the derivative of the Cobb-Douglas production with respect to labour, can be
rewritten as a function of the interest rate and the parameters of the production function.

17A positive capital tax reduces aggregate capital towards the efficient level. Without a capital tax the aggregate
capital stock is inefficiently high due to precautionary savings arising from incomplete markets. Aiyagari (1995) shows
that the inefficiently high aggregate capital stock level cannot be reduced to the efficient level simply by creating a
substitute risk-free asset in the form of government debt, which if possible would obviate the need for non-zero capital
taxation to achieve the efficient level of aggregate capital; in contrast to many OLG models where government debt
can be used in this manner.
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B Extension of Application to Endogenous Labour supply

We extend the model of Aiyagari (1994) to include endogenous labour supply, following the set up

of Pijoan-Mas (2006). We then look at computing the transition paths for the same reforms using

the same algorithms as were considered in for the model of Aiyagari (1994). Tables 3 and 4 report

the analagous run time results to those in Tables 1 and 2. Figure 2 reports the analagous results

showing the interest rate paths to those in Figure 1. The findings for the extension to endogenous

labour supply closely mirror those without and the conclusions drawn in terms of which algorithms

work best are exactly the same.

We begin with a description of the extension of the model to include endogenous labour supply.

Infinitely lived households face a stochastic earnings opportunities — an exogenous shock process

on efficiency labour units — and make consumption-savings and consumption-leisure decisions;

given an interest rate and wage rate. So the exogenous state (z) is efficiency labour units, the

endogenous state (x) is capital holdings k, and the decision variables (y) are next periods capital k′

and hours worked h. The state of a household is their current capital holding and their exogenous

labour supply shock, (k, z). Individual household capital holdings, given an interest rate, aggregate

to give aggregate capital holdings. Individual hours worked and efficiency labour units together ag-

gregate to give aggregate labour supply (measured in efficiency labour units). The market clearance

condition is that the interest rate and wage (per efficient labour unit) will be determined by perfect

competition in the goods market together with a representative firm with Cobb-Douglas production

function. A general equilibrium is an interest rate (and wage), which determines household capital

holdings and labour supply, which in turn by the market clearance condition determine an interest

rate (and wage), and that this later interest rate (and wage) is the same as the first. We add a

capital income tax (τk), modelled as a tax on the interest rate on capital, and a labour tax is also

added. To simplify the transition paths to be a single dimension we assume the government simply

burns all the tax revenue; otherwise we would have to add some kind of assumption about how

the government deals with fiscal imbalances between revenue and consumption over the transition

path.18 In short,

Definition 5. A Competitive Equilibrium is an agents value function V (k, z); agents policy function

(h, k′) = g(k, z); an interest rate r and wage w; aggregate capital K and labour H; and a measure

of agents µ(k, z); such that

1. Given prices r & w, the agents value function V (k, z) and policy function (h, k′) = g(k, z)

18Options would include that the government runs a balanced budget every period, that the government accumu-
lates debt over the transition, or some combination of the two.
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solve the agents problem

V (k, z) = max
h,k′

{
c1−γc − 1

1− γc
+ χ

(`− h)1−γh − 1

/
1− γh + β

∫
V (k′, z′)Q(z, dz′)

}
s.t. c+ k′ = whz + (1 + (1− τk)r)k

ln(z′) = ρln(z) + εz, εz ∼ N(0, σ2
εz)

c ≥ 0, k′ ≥ k, h ∈ [0, 1]

2. Aggregates are determined by individual actions: K =
∫
kdµ(k, z), and L =

∫
hzdµ(k, z)

3. Markets clear (in terms of prices): r − (αKα−1L1−α − δ) = 0, w − ((1− α)KαL−α) = 0

4. The measure of agents is invariant:

µ(k, z) =

∫ ∫ [∫
1k=g(k̂,z)µ(k̂, z)Q(z, dz′)

]
dk̂dz (8)

where z is the labour efficiency units shock which takes values in Z = {h1, ..., hnz} and evolves

according to Markov transition function Q(z, z′) (which is here given by ln(z′) = ρln(z)+εz). Note

that the wage is residualy determined by r.19 The market clearance conditions are more commonly

expressed as r = αKα−1H1−α − δ, that the interest equals the marginal product of capital (minus

the depreciation rate), and w = (1−α)KαL−α, that the wage per efficiency labour unit equals the

marginal product of an efficiency labour unit.

The optimal capital tax rate in this model is will be lower in this model than in the model with

exogenous labour (as precautionary savings are now less important due to alternative channel of

precautionary labour supply).

Following Pijoan-Mas (2006) we calibrate the model as β = 0.945 ,γc = 1.458, γl = 2.833, ` = 1,

χ = 0.856, δ = 0.0834, α = 0.36, ρ = 0.95, σεz = 0.21.

Applying the exact algorithms described in Section 3 to the exact same reforms described in

Section 4 we find the same general results as for the model with exogenous labour supply, as were

summarized in Section 4. Table 3 provides some basic runtimes. Figure 2 shows the resulting

transition paths for the interest rate. Table 4 provides further runtimes based on ten replications

each for the algorithms that performed best the first time round.

19The wage, which is given by the derivative of the Cobb-Douglas production with respect to labour, can be
rewritten as a function of the interest rate and the parameters of the production function.
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Table 3: Run Times for Computing Transition Paths

Unanticipated Tax Increase Unanticipated Tax Decrease

Scheme/Weight 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95

Constant Weight 2404 390 789 1519 920 435 809 1618
Exponential Weight 980 1913 3873 7707 1136 2325 4599 9256
Opening Window 1925 2118 2556 3353 2057 2378 2870 3798
Mixture 2812 3843 5855 9813 3135 4387 6777 11498

Pre-Announced Tax Increase Pre-Announced Tax Decrease

Scheme/Weight 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95

Constant Weight 14836 347 645 1336 921 380 812 1629
Exponential Weight 989 1932 3919 7786 1140 2344 4617 9277
Opening Window 1886 2134 2581 3368 2066 2394 2877 3804
Mixture 2826 3863 5901 9871 3149 4403 6793 11469

Series of Tax Increases Series of Tax Decreases

Scheme/Weight 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95

Constant Weight 1646 298 642 1340 977 379 813 1631
Exponential Weight 993 1935 3869 7804 1141 2284 4623 9251
Opening Window 1883 2133 2585 3377 2063 2391 2881 3807
Mixture 2839 3879 5909 9882 3154 4402 6801 11472

No Change in Taxes

Scheme/Weight 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95

Constant Weight 60 60 60 58
Exponential Weight 58 59 59 59
Opening Window 58 59 59 59
Mixture 59 58 59 59

Using grid sizes nl = 51, nk = 351, nz = 21, np = 251. Time horizon T = 100. Run times measures in seconds.
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Figure 2: Computed Transition Paths on Interest Rates

Notes: Transition Paths for interest rates in extension of model to endogenous labour supply. Layout of figures for
the seven reforms corresponds exactly to those in Table 3. Legends describes which algorithm weights are shown in
the Figures. Periods T=100.

Table 4: Further Run Times for Computing Transition Paths

Unanticipated Tax Increase Unanticipated Tax Decrease

Scheme/Weight 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9

Constant Weight 403 806 441 820
Exponential Weight 794 996 936 1207
Exponential Post Reforms 997 998 1211 1212

Pre-Announced Tax Increase Pre-Announced Tax Decrease

Scheme/Weight 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9

Constant Weight 350 650 386 827
Exponential Weight 803 1003 943 1218
Exponential Post Reforms 1003 1004 1164 1161

Series of Tax Increases Series of Tax Decreases

Scheme/Weight 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9

Constant Weight 301 652 387 829
Exponential Weight 840 1056 942 1162
Exponential Post Reforms 1053 1056 1224 1220

No Change in Taxes

Scheme/Weight 0.8 0.9

Constant Weight 60 59
Exponential Weight 59 60
Exponential Post Reforms 59 60

Using grid sizes nk = 351, nz = 21, np = 251. Time horizon T = 100. Run times measures in seconds. Ten repetitions

were run, since run times across all repetitions were within 5 seconds of each other only the first is reported. Run

times over 7000 seconds were all cases where algorithm terminated due to reaching max number of iterations (not

convergence criterion).
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